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Ramey: Local Dems
to select nominee
Special to the Ledger
The
Calloway
County
Democratic Phrty announced
Monday that a vacancy has
been
certified
for
the
Democratic nomination for
Calloway County Magistrate
District No. 2 by the Kentucky
Secretary of State's office.
Current magistrate Connie
Morgan
was
unopposed in
the
May
Democratic
Primary. The
vacancy was
requested by
the
Morgan
Morgan
family due to
health reasons.
Morgan has served as Calloway
County magistrate in District
No. 2 since 2006.
"Connie has been a tremendous advocate for District 2 and
a tremendous magistrate on the
Calloway
County
Fiscal
Court," Democratic county
Chair David Ramey said. "I ask
that everyone - Democrats,
Republicans and independents,
continue to lift Mr. Morgan and
his entire famil) in prayer dur-

• Local Saddle Up for St. Jude
event planned for this fair- 3

Business owners continue
work to reopen after fire
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

11th day since the fire happened.
"We've been having to try to
A big yellow sign on the get back up to code, as far as
door to Rudy's Restaurant has the health inspector, being we
told the news for customers deal with food. That was
and residents the past few caused by all of the smoke getweeks on Murray's court ting into the building through
square.
our air vent that day. We've
, "Closed for cleaning. Hope been trying to clean that out
to re-open soon," read the the best we can,ever since."
words in black marker,
However, Williams indicated
explaining the venerable Monday that there may be
Murray eatery's plight since a light at the end of the tunnel.
major fire several doors down She said she expects a local
on Fifth Street in late July.
business to be able to perform
"It's been tough because I a complete cleaning of the
know a lot of people are won- inside of the building somedering about us," owner time this week.
Danielle
Williams
said
Monday, which marked the
II See Page 2

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Danny Akers, right, and Paul Manning, both with the Murray-based C.D.M. construction firm,
carry a desk out of a building Monday on Maple Street in the city's downtown area. This particular building houses the Fetter Business Systems business, next to the Hair Masters salon.

Sprucing Up Campus

By AUSTIN FtAhISEY
Staff Writer
The city of Hazel was happy to introduce
some new basketball equipment at the
city's co-owned park last month, but still
the city council is struggling over youth
disturbing the peace late at night in the
small southern-Calloway County town.
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Murray State University Facilities Management worker Reese McWherter cleans out a flower bed at the front
entrance gates of campus near the intersection of Kentucky Hwy. 121 North and 12th Street in Murray. Normal
class schedules will resume later this month.
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Kemp looks forward to
serving on MSU board
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
he newest member of the
Murray State University Board
of Regents may be the mayor of
Hopkinsville, but he is a native of
Murray.
Gov. Steve Beshear's office has
announced that Hopkinsville Mayor
Dan Kemp, a Democrat, will fill the
vacancy left by Grand Rivers resident
Marilyn Buchanon, whose most recent
six-year term expired at the end of
June. Kemp's term ends June 30,
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2020.
Kemp was first
elected mayor of
Hopkinsville
in
November 2006, so
he has now served in
that office for more
than seven years. He
earned his bachelor's
degree with a double
Kemp
major in English and
history from Murray
State University .in 1967 and a law
degree from the University of
Kentucky College of Law in 1970.

Before he began practicing law, he
also served in the Army for four years,
he said.
Kemp practiced law in Hopkinsville
for 32 years and has served in many
church and civic volunteer positions.
including his current role as the chair
of the personnel committee at
Hopkinsville's First United Methodist
Church. He is married to fellow MSU
graduate Henrietta Kemp (Class of
'69), a retired educator and active
community volunteer, and has five

Officers with the Murray Police
Department responded to a reported robbery at CVS Pharmacy at 12th and Main
streets, at approximately 4:20 p.m.
Monday, Aug. 4.
According to a press
release from the MPD,an
individual entered the
pharmacy,
allegedly
demanded medications
and allegedly threatened
to use a gun if he did not
receive them. However,
no gun was observed, the
MPD reported.
The MPD said an individual in question
is described as a tall, heavy-set, middleaged, white male wearing a Murray State
University hat, button up denim sleeveless
shirt, blue jean shorts, white socks and
black shoes.
The MPD is asking for the public's assistance in identifying an individual as part of
its investigation. Call the Murray Police
Department at 270-753-1621.
All individuals are innocent until proven
guilty.
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Anderson raises funds
with October's
Saddle Up for St. Jude
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
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Calloway County's DeAnn
Anderson is hoping to raise an
additional $20,000 for St. Jude's
Children's Research Hospital
this year as she prepares to host
her annual "Saddle Up for St.
Jude" event this fall.
Anderson said this will be the
fifth year she has organized a
"Saddle Up" event, and it is
scheduled for Saturday, Oct. 4.
As in past years, it will be held
in the Wranglers Campground at
Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area.
Anderson said the events have
raised a total of almost $54,000
since she held the first one in
2010, and she hoped to add an
additional $20.000 to that
amount this year. She said last
year's event was the most lucrative so far with about $23,000
raised.
Anderson said she hosts the
-Saddle Up" event in memory
of her late father. Keys
McCuiston.
"This is our fifth year, and we
do it in memory of my dad, who
was a resident manager of
Wranglers Campground in LBL
where we have the event,"
Anderson said. "So we just
started it in his memory,and it's
just kind of grown every year.
We like to get the word out
(early). We have people that
come from Illinois and Missouri
and Indiana. Fall Break over
there at Wranglers is a huge
crowd, so that's why we have it
there every year. It's almost like
a reunion. Friends of my dad

come over for it, so it's kind of
about honoring him and raising
money for the hospital."
Anderson said the event is
usually scheduled for the first
weekend in October, which
turned out to be a problem last
year when LBL was closed for
the government shutdown. In
the end, though, the postponement got a lot of media attention
and it had about I50 participants
by the time it was held later that
month.
This is the first year Anderson
has been able to secure corporate sponsorship. She said she
and her husband, Mike, spend
all year collecting donations in
conjunction with the event, but
that the additional sponsorships
would take the pressure off
when it comes to paying for
event T-shirts and.other related
expenses. She said she hoped
the sponsorships would help
them triple the proceeds that go
to the hospital.
"These people that come to
this ... they' have big hearts," she
said. -They love to come by and
they love horseback riding and
raising money for sick children.
It's a great time. It's always a lot
of work on that day, but it's
always very humbling and
touching."
Anderson added that she was
expecting several families who
have benefited from care at St.
Jude's to attend.
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MSU photo prowled
Murray State University's Program of Distinction in Teleco
mmunications Systems
Management hosted three camps during its annual Cyber Academ
y. Students could choose
between one of two Cyber Academy Camps or a Security Camp.

By ANNIE VANDIVER
MSU Print Media
Another successful summer of
Murray State University's
Cyber Academy, a hands-on.
dual-credit telecommunications
technology camp for high
school students, has come to an
end. This year the Program of
Distinction
in
Telecommunications Systems
Management (TSM) hosted
three camps, two Cyber
Academy Camps and a Security
Camp. Campers had the chance
to meet students from 24
schools in five states —
Kentucky, Illinois, Tennessee,
Missouri and Honda. Forty-six
students registered for the
camps, with eight of them
attending both camps this summer. Each camp capacity is 20
students.
A TSM student counselor
placed students in groups in the
Cyber Academy. Student counselors this summer were seniors
Wit Underwood and Jimmy
Figgins. The groups created
their own detailed Local Area

LEDGER &TIMES

Network (LAN) from the they are capable of in the classground up. They first connected room. My goal as the instructor
the physical layers of the net- is to lead them in the direction
work by putting all of the need- they need to go: the counselors
ed equipment together and oversee the students as they
hooking it up. When their LAN work. The enthusiasm in the
was completed, they learned to labs can be felt by how engaged
network to the other labs, which each camper is in the task they
were designated as other loca- are given for the day."
To find out more information
tions through a Wide Area
about the Cyber Academy. conNetwork (WAN).
For the Security Academy, tact Annie Vandiver at the
Be Red Cross Ready
students worked in groups to Center for TSM at Murray State
configure IP addresses, default by emajling avandiver@murOr
gateways and DNS servers. raystate.edu
calling
Students
then
configured 270.809.3987.
routers and switches through a
console port. Configurations
included hostname, routing pro800.599.8621 I www.peelholland.cbm
tocol and Telnet. By the end of
the week, students were able to
monitor data traveling through
the network. Wes Spencer, CIO
of FNB Bank, joined the students to discuss the importance
of information security.
Marcia Combs-Ford, instructor for the academies, felt the
camps were once again successful. "I always enjoy interacting
with the students and seeing all

We're open!

1712 Hwy. 121 North
Suite C

NIH's Fauci says vaccine
for Ebola not far away
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation's top infectious disease
official says there's hope that a
vaccine against Ebola will be
available as early as next July.
Dr. Anthony Fauci (FOW'chee) of the National Institutes
of Health says such a preventive
vaccine has been successfully
tested with monkeys.
Fauci tells "CBS This
Morning" that human trials with
volunteers will commence in
September, and by July it
should be ready.
He also says people shouldn't
have concerns that two infected
patients were brought here from
West Africa, saying they cari be
handled safely.
More than 1,300 people have

been stricken in West Africa,
and nearly 730 have died in
Guinea, Liberia and Sierre
Leone.
Ebola Currently has no vaccine or antidote. It is contracted
through close contact with bodily fluid and blood, unlike other
airborne viruses.

Our office will be open 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m
!!)
,
1 qagh Friday.

HEARING AID SALE!
CUSTOM FITTED
Digital In-the-Ear
prices starting at

To report a news item, or to
suggest a story idea, call
the Ledger & Times
News Department today!

753-1916

WASHINGTON (API —
President Barack Obama was
keeping a low public profile as
he celebrated his 53rd birthday.
,Obama had no public events
scheduled Monday, though he
was getting his daily briefing
and meeting with Treasury
Secretary Jacob Lew.
Obama held a weekend celebration on the golf course and
at Camp Da% id, the presidential
retreat in the Maryland mountains. Among those joining the
president were three friends
from his childhood in Hawaii.
The president's birthday
came amid a trying stretch for
the White House on both
domestic and international
issues. As Obama was being
peppered with political and
policy questions during a news
conference Friday, he said: "I
thought that you guys were
going to ask me how I was
going to spend my birthday."
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)
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Call Today
270-753-8055
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

876 Radio Road
This 3 bedroom, 1.5 bath home offers a gorgeous,
country setting. At almost one acre, the house rests
amidst mature trees and offers a patio overlooking
the nearby fields and a shop for all your hobbies or
toys. This home offers three bedrooms, a large sun
room to entertain, and updated heating and a/c unit.
Make this house your next home. Priced at
$123.900 MLS 76593
RETAILER
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See this house and many more
at www.sbgproperty.com

or Call Toll Free
1-800-949-5728
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th Street•Murray,KY
"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust"
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Workman attendes NYLF conference in Washington
Special to the Ledger
Outstanding high school students from across the nation
took part in a unique career
development opportunity, the
National Youth Leadership
Forum (NYLF): Careers in Law
and CSI. The program, held in
Washington, D.0., introduced
young scholars to the many
challenges and career options in
the legal profession and forensic
science.
The Forum curriculum was
based on actual events.
Throughout the six day program, students learned through
intensive simulations and the
examples set by attorneys oflaw
and court officials - from municipal court to the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Many of the students who
attended the conference are
nominated by teachers based on
their leadership potential and
interest in law and crime scene
investigation.
Whitney
Workman, a 2014 graduate of
Calloway County High School,
attended the conference in July.

She will be attending Eastern
Kentucky University this fall
majoring in forensic science and
chemistry. "I was honored to be
able to represent Kentucky
along with 408 students from all
across the nation as we attended
the NYLF conference. I was so
blessed to have this opportunity
to go on an exclusive behindthe-scenes journey of crime
scene investigation and courtroom simulations. I want to say
a big thank you to those who
supported this endeavor," stated
Workman.
NYLF Law and CSI is part of
the Envision family of programs
which enable students of all
ages to explore their interests
and gain learning experiences
beyond the classroom. Since
1985, Envision programs have
served more than 800,000 students in more than 145 countries, with programs designed to
help students develop the leadership, scholarship, and career
skills needed to succeed in
today's competitive college and
career landscape,

ing its summer trustee meeting.
Butler has served as Interim
President since Aug. 1, 2013
after long-time President Robert
Prosser retired.
"We are fortunate to have

& Gifts
HWY.641 N.• MURRAY
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

50% OFF
*Monogram Decor Mats
*Initial Wall Decor
*Garden Flags
*Selected Bistros & Benches
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Community
News Editor
Martha
Andrus
is at Your Service.
•Community News and Events
•Senior Citizens News
•Church Bulletins, Stories and Events
• Announcements: Engagements,
Weddings, Births and Anniversaries

Contact Martha today to list your
Community, Church or Civic Events
ich.r.m.,airif

270-753-1916
or

II

I MI 1

email cornmunitynews@murrayledger.com
g hone') 1vp • Murrit). k 12071 • www.miarras ledgrriv)m

entail: coeunualtyeewsgmurrayledger.com

Westley Living, the parent company of
Wesley at Murray/Wesley Murray Meadow
Retirement Communities will be hosting a
grand opening celebration Tuesday,Aug.5,at I
p.m. There will be tours of the new apartments
beginning at noon. The retirement community
is located at 440 Utters Road.

Datebook

Democratic Party to meet

The Calloway County Democratic Party will
Martha
Finney Andrus, meet Tuesday,Aug. 5,at 5 p.m. at its campaign
headquarters,403 Maple Street. All Democrats
Community
are welcome.
editor

Housing Authority offers computer class
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Whitney Workman

Walter Butler as the leader of
this institution," said Judge Ben
Cantrell,chair of Bethel's Board
of Trustees. "The combination
of his educational qualifications,
his management skills and his
university experience would be
hard to find anywhere else in
higher education."
Butler, who holds both a bachelor's degree and an MBA from
Bethel, was recently presented
an honorary doctor of humane
letters by the school's trustees.
Butler's Bethel career actually
began in 1975 when he began
work as an admissions counselor,a position he held for three
years until he ran for the Office
of Carroll County Trustee and
won. At 24, Butler was the
youngest county-wide official
ever elected in Carroll County.
He served as a trustee for 16
years. In August of 1994, he ran
successfully for the Office of
Carroll County Executive and
served in this capacity until
1996 when Governor Don
Sundquist asked him to become
Tennessee's Director of State
Parks. As Director of Parks, he
oversaw 54 parks, 1,600
employees and a budget of more
than $47 million. Under his
leadership, Tennessee was recognized as one of the top four
managed park systems of the SO
states by the Sports Foundation.
Governor Sundquist went on to
appoint him the beputy
Commission of Personnel for
Tennessee's 38,000 employees
as
and
then
Deputy.
Commissioner
of
the
Department of Labor and
Workforce Development. Butler
went on
to serve as
Commissioner of Personnel, a
position he held to the end of
Governor Sundquist's term in
office.
Butler returned to Bethel as
the Director of Business Affairs.
He later held positions as
Executive Vice President for the
College of Liberal Arts and as
Vice President for the College of
Criminal. Justice. After a brief
time away from Bethel, Butler

Give Life.
DONATE BLOOD

t

American
Red Cross

(-limner_
Calloway County.

www.murraykyhighlandgames.com
October 25, 2014

The Computer Learning Center of the Housing Authority of
Murray is offering a free computer class on Windows 7 Operating
System Thursday,Aug. 7,from 10 a.m. until noon. Pre-registration
is required. Call Janet at 270-753-5000, ext. 310 or visit
www.phamurray.org and click on computer center.

LBL Reunion planned
The 43rd Annual Homecoming of the residents of Land Between
the Rivers, Trigg County, will be Sunday, Aug. 10, beginning at
9:30 a.m. at the Land Between the Lakes Fenton Airport Pavilion..
A potluck picnic will be at noon. For more information, contact
Joanna Harvey at 270-522-3956 or Faye Oakley at 270-271-2200.

Temple Hill Masonic Lodge will meet

,
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Grand opening to be held

Bethel University Board names new president
Special to the Ledger
The Bethel University Board
of Trustees voted unanimously
to appoint Bethel Interim
President Walter Butler as the
40th President of the school dur-

Murray Ledi

Temple Hill 276 Masonic Lodge will hold its regular meeting
Tuesday, Aug. 5. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. followed by the
meeting at 7 p.m. Master Jeff Kirks urges all master masons to
attend.
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W.O.W.to have Family Night
Woodmen of the World Chapters 728 and 592 will have a Family.
Night Potluck on Tuesday, Aug. 5, at 5:30 p.m. at the Woodmen
Hall on C.C. Lowry Drive. Meat,drinks and rolls will be furnished.
Bring a side dish or dessert.

Lap Band Group to meet
The Lap Band Support Group will meet Thursday, Aug. 7. from
11:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. at the Bariatric Solutions office and
from 5:30-6:30 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness. For
more information, contact Bariatric Solutions at 270-762-1547.

Master Gardeners class to be held

Walter Sutler •
returned as Director of Business
Affairs until August of 2013
when he was appointed Interim
President.
"I am honored to serve the students, faculty, administration
and our vast family of alumni
and friends in the role of
President of Bethel University,"
said Butler. "To have the privilege to work for your alma
mater is special. Bethel
University serves a very important role in higher education. We
have students from over 40
states and several foreign countries. We literally reach around
the world, and we are proud of
the impact we make. We are
proud of our heritage that dates
back
1842
to
in
McLemoresville„ Tennessee.
Through the foresightedness and
continued support of the
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church, Bethel University is on
track to help thousands of people with their higher education
goals. I am excited to play a
small role in that endeavor."
Bethel University is affiliated
with
the
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church and offers
bachelor's, master's and associate degrees through a variety of
learning platforms. This year
marks 172 years of serving students. For more information
about Bethel University, go to
www.bethelu.edu.

Jones named
to dean's list
at Morehead
Special to the Ledger
Sarah Christine Jones. of
Murray, has been named to the
Dean's List for the spring 2014
semester at Morehead State
University.
To
more
learn
about
Morehead State University's
mission, vision and values visit
www.moreheadstate.edu/aspire
. Morehead State University is
an affirmative action, equal
opportunity,educational institution.

McCracken County Master Gardeners Association (formerly
PAMGA)will present a class on Kentucky Native Butterflies,at the
August Toolbox. McCracken County Extension Agent, Kathy
Wimberley, will cover the anatomy of the butterfly. the life-cycle
and the different types of butterflies that are native to Kentucky.
She will also talk about their specific food source as well as the
unique living situations that each species prefer. This class will be
Tuesday. Aug. 5, at 5 p.m. at the McCracken County Extension
Office,'2705 Olivet Church Road, Paducah. There is no fee for the
class and registration is not required.

Dexter-Almo Water District to meet
The Board of the Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will hold
its monthly meeting Thursday,Aug.7, at 7 p.m.. at the water office
located at 35) Almo Road,Almo.

Retirement Reception for Poynor
Anita Poynor. Bursar at Murray State University, will be retiring
after 33 years of service to the University. There will be a reception
Thursday, Aug. 7. from 2-4 p.m. at the Curris Center Dance
Lounge,First Floor,on the campus of Murray State University. The
public is invited to attend.
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McGuire Cemetery to hold meeting
The annual meeting at the McGuire Cemetery, located on the
Weakley County, Tennessee and Graves County, Kentucky, state
line road, will be Saturday, Aug.9,at 11 a.m. A short service/business meeting will be followed by a potluck lunch. Anyone interested in bidding on the maintenance contract for next year is encouraged to attend. Anyone with family interred at the cemetery is urged
to attend and make a contribution to the cemetery upkeep.
Donations may be sent to McGuire Cemetery,do Dannie Harrison.
1581 Almo Road,Almo,KY 42020,or call 270-753-3293.

Sleeve Gastrectomy group will meet
The Sleeve Gastrectomy Support Group will meet Thursday,Aug.
7,from 5:30-6:30 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness and on
Tuesday, Aug. 12. from 11:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. at the Bariatric
Solutions office. For more information,contact Bariatric Solutions,
270-762-1547e.

Make A Difference Day to be held
The Murray-Calloway County 97th Make a Difference Day will
be Saturday, Aug. 9, from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium on the campus of Murray State University. Paper and cardboard of all types will be collected. The Lions Club will collect eyeglasses and the W.A.T.C.H. Center will collect aluminum cans.
Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) will collect .cell
phones. West KY Mentoring will have a bin for ink jet cartridges
and Angel's Attic will collect clothes. Kiwanis Club will be collecting shoes and the Murray City Police Department and the Calloway
County. Sheriff's Office will combine efforts to take in prescription
drugs in original containers. Plastics, tin cans and glass will also be
taken as well as bins provided for used motor oil. Books will be
gathered for recycling to benefit community education. The shredder will be available to shred up to 50 pounds.

AARP driving class offered at MCCH
An AARP Safe Driving class will be held Wednesday, Aug. 6,
from 8 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness. Kentucky insurances
must offer a discount to those who complete the class. Pre-registration is required and the class size is limited. For more information
about cost and age requirements and to register, call 270-672-1348
or come to the front desk at the Center for Health and Wellness.

Back to school event at Owens Chapel
Owens Chapel Baptist Church, Airport Road. is having a Rack to
School Grill Out Friday, Aug. 8. at 6:30 p.m. Children of all ages
are invited to join.

Lassiter Cemetery to hold fundraiser
The Lassiter Cemetery 4'6. State Line Road, Hazel, will hold a
reverse auction for the upkeep of the cemetery for the coming year
on Saturday, Aug.9,at noon.
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Ted W. McCuiston
'Fed W. McCuiston,82,of Murray, Kentucky,died Friday,
Aug. 1,
2014 at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Funeral services were held at 2 p.m. Monday,Aug.4,2014 at
the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry Lambert
officiated.
He was born in Calloway County, Kentucky on
Feb. 20, 1932 to Arvin "Octie" McCuiston and
Clara Fitts McCuiston.
He was a self-employed mechanical contractor
and a graduate of New Concord High School.
He was preceded in death by his parents; a niece
and a nephew.
Mr. McCuiston is survived by his wife, Helen
McCulaton Mae McCuiston, of Murray. They were
married
Oct. 11, 1956 in Arlington, Virginia. He is also survived by three daughters, Dawn Kinsolving and husband Billy,
Alicia Erwin and husband Keith and Shannon Chiles and husband
Jeff, all of Murray; a son,Teddie McCuiston of Murray; one sister,
Janice Krizan of Murray; six grandchildren, Jessie Kinsolving
,
Matthew McCuiston, Courtney Erwin, Dakota Erwin, Madison
Chiles and Marcy Chiles; and one great-grandchild.
Memorial contributions may be made to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice House Building Fund, 807 Poplar Street,
Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

V.D.' William Dawson Jeffcoat

Raymond Usher Jetton

"W.D." William Dawson Jeffcoat, 84, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Raymond Usher Jetton, 73, of fLutiiii. Kentucky died at his home
Saturday. Aug. 2,2014 at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Saturday,Aug. 2,2014.
He was born Oct. 17, 1929 in Black Oak, Arkansak to "HD."
He was born July 29. 1941 in Sedalia, Kentucky to Bernice and
Henry Dawson Jeffcoat and Eunice Swafford Rupayne Ford
Jetton.
Jeffcoat.
He was a retired groundskeeper for Murray State University and
Mr. Jeffcoat was a Gospel preacher and a hym- the Oaks Country
Club. He was of Methodist faith.
nologist. He received his higher education at
He was preceded in death by his parents; a son, Kenneth Jetton; a
ltawamba Community College, Memphis State brother, Bobby Jetton
and two sisters, Betty Walston and Janice
University, Freed-Hardeman College and Harding Holmes.
Graduate School of Religion. He is an honorary
Mr. Jetton is survived by his wife, Wilda Houser Jetton of Hardin;
graduate of Memphis School of Preaching.
three sons, Richard Jetton, Dwayne Jetton and wife Darla and Larry
He preached for many years including consider- Jetton Stokes, all of
Murray; a daughter, Terry Klepfer of Hickory;
able radio preaching and has spoken during numer- a daughter-in-law,
Robin Jenon; a stepdaughter, Lori Wilson and
ous Bible lectureships. He has written for such reli- husband Joe of
Jeffcoat
Kirksey; a brother. James Allen Jetton and wife
gious journals as the Gospel Advocate, Spiritual Kathy of Pryorsburg
, 18 grandchildren and ten great-grandchildren.
Sword,First Century Christian. Voice of Freedom,Firm Foundation
A memorial service will be at 6 p.m. Thursday,Aug.7.2014 at the
and various other periodicals. He has contributed chapters to sever- beach
area in Pirates Cove in Hardin, Krntucky. The Rev. Larry
al books and also authored several books. Much of.his writing in
Breedlove and Johnny Draffen will officiate. Music will be by
various journals, as well as numerous lectures, has involved church
Susan Draffen and family.
music, the evils of alcoholic beverages, church restoration history
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.com.
and Civil War history.
Imes Funeral Home and Crematory is in charge of arrangements.
For se'veral years he directed the Freed-Hardeman College Chapel
Singers, including both mixed chorus and male quartet, who made
Ola Mae Redding
personal appearance in many states and recorded for International
Ola Mae Redding.81 .of rural Waverly. Kansas. died Friday. Aug.
Gospel Hour, in addition to television appearances each Sunday.
1,2014 at her home.
Since 1957 he has written over five hundred sacred songs, many of
She was born Oct. 2, 1932 near Murray, Kentucky to Basil and
which have been published in such hymnals as Christian Hymns III,
Jewel Rayburn Hutchens.
Precious Praises, Songs of the Church, and Church Gospel Songs
She graduated from Murray Training School as valedictorian of
Nelson R. Gardner
and Hymns,several of which have been translated into foreign lanthe class of 1950. She married Billy Dale Redding in Murray on
Nelson R. Gardner,of Springfield. Tennessee,died Friday, Aug. 1, guages. He had an extensive collection
of music material including July 19, 1959. She was a stay-at-hom
e mom and then worked at the
2014 after a battle with Alzheimer's disease.
over 1,000 hymnals, several of which date to the 1700's.
Golden Age Lodge and Coffey County Emergency Preparedness
He was born Jan. 4. 1951 in Columbia, Tennessee, to Drury Carl
Mr. Jeffcoat wrote the school theme song for The Metro Manila
Office. She was of Baptist faith and a long-time member of the
and Louise Gillespie Gardner who preceded him in School of Preaching in the Philippine Islands.
Prairie View Extension Unit.
death.
Mr. Jeffcoat is survived by his wife Betty Wheeler Jeffcoat of
She was preceded in death by her parents; a sister, Annie Fay
He retired from Archer Daniels Midland (for- Murray. They married June 26, 1948 in Fulton, Mississippi
. He is Etheridge; a brother. James; an infant brother; a nephew and
a greatmerly MoorMan Manufacturing) after serving as also survived by three daughters, Rose Wyatt and husband
Larry of niece.
district manager and salesman of livestock feed Almo, Cindy Wood and husband Tim of Bartlett.
Tennessee and
Mrs. Redding is survived by her husband Bill; three sons. Dale
and bio-health products for over 30 years. He Carol Davis and husband Brian of Jonesboro. Arkansas;
six grand- and wife Barb of Gridley, David and wife Debra of
Waverly, and
served for many years as a member and chairman children, Joy Logan and husband Rob of Starkville,
Mississippi. Joe and wife Andrea of Platte City, Missouri; a daughter,
Joyce
of the Davidson County Soil and Water Matthew Wyatt and wife Jenni of Benton, Dawson Wood
and Dr. Redding of Topeka. Kansas; six grandchildren, Heath,
Dylan,
Conservation Board of Directors. He was a mem- Leah Wood, both of Bartlett, Bonnie Davis of Nashville,
Tennessee Brent,Trevor, and Blake Redding and Destiny Moore:
a stepgrandber of Joelton First Baptist Church, having served and Michael Davis of Knoxville. Tennessee; seven great-grand
chil- son. Jamie Dreiling; a stepgranddaughter, Kim LaRue; a greatGardner
as a children's Sunday School teacher, deacon and dren. Wyatt and Tadd Logan, both of Starkville, Alexia
Wyatt, Lilly grandson; three step-great-grandchildren; two sisters, Lorene
Owen
bus driver for the senior adult activities.
Wyatt, Jackson Wyatt, Devin Wyatt and Allie Wyatt, all of Benton.
and Patsy Neale and husband Jim, all of Murray; and several nieces
Mr. Gardner is survived by his wife of 38 years. Trudy Lilly Also surviving are special family friends,
Leonard and Nancy and nephews.
Gardner. formerly of Murray, Kentucky; his son. Daniel Nelson Sherouse of Alachua. Florida and Fred
and Sherry Horton of
Funeral services will be at 10 a.m. Tuesday,Aug.5,2014 at Jones
Gardner and wife Megan of Pleasant View, Tennessee; a daughter, Jonesville, Arkansas.
Funeral
Home in Burlington. Kansas. Burial will follow in Glendale
Lucy Truett Gardner of Lexington, Kentucky; grandchildren Daniel
Funeral services and burial will be held in Fulton, Mississippi. Cemetery,
northeast of Burlington. Visitation was Monday. Aug. 4.
Truett Gardner and Bennett Palmer Gardner, both of Pleasant View; Visitation will be from 4-9 p.m. Wednesday,
Aug.6,2014 at the.,.H. 2014 from 7-8 p.m. at the Jones-Campbell
Funeral Home.
his siblings, Carl Brooks Gardner and wife Gilene and Douglas Churchill Funeral Home.
Memorial contributions may be made to the Coffey County
Gardner and wife Cathy, both of Williamsport, Tennessee; Herschel
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Southern Christian
Cancer Support Group and may be sent in care of the funeral home.
Gardner and wife Carolyn of Triune, Tennessee; Larry Gardner and Home, 100 West Harding Street, Morrilton,
AR 72110.
Online condolences may .be, left at wwwjonescampbellfuneralwife Sharon of Nolensville. Tennessee and Carolyn Gardner Dyke
Online condolences may be left at www.thejlichurchillfuneralhome
,com
and husband Bobby of Winter Haven, Florida; his mother-in-law, home.com
•
Jones-Campbell
'Funeral Home, Burlington, Kansas. is in charge
Lucy Lilly of Springfield,formerly of Murray,and sister-in-law, Dr.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
of arrangements.
Sandy McKenzie of Huntsville, Alabama. as well as 5 nephews and
2 nieces.
The number of times published or thE length of one or more of the preceding obituaries exceeds
the maximum set by the Ledger and
A memorial celebration will be at 10 a.m. Tuesday, Aug. 5, 2014 Times policy. Alec has been paidfor additional publishing
or space.
at Joelton First Baptist Church. Graveside services will be at 2 p.m.
at the Gardner-Smith Cemetery in Hickman County, Tennessee. A
visitation was Monday, Aug. 4, 2014 from 6-9 p.m. at Joelton First
Baptist Church and from 9 a.m. until the funeral hour on Tuesday.
Aug. 5,2014.
Memorial contributions may be made to Joelton First Baptist CHRISTOPHER BODEEN
firefighters rescued 32 people buildings were damaged, she allocated 600 million yuan ($97
Church Building Fund.
Associated Press
who had been trapped but had said.
million) for rescue and relief
Online condolences may be left at www.andersonandgarrett.com.
KUNMING, China (AP) — retrieved the bodies of 43 resi"I saw dead bodies being work after the quake, the
Anderson and Garrett Funeral Home, Joelton, Tennessee. is in Rescuers found scores of sur- dents.
wrapped in quilts and carried Finance Ministry said.
charge of arrangements.
vivors on Monday as they dug
Drenched survivors, including away," said Ma,who arrived with
Dozens of trucks carrying
through homes shattered by an some half-naked, were sitting 20 other volunteers Monday.
paramilitary troops with banners
earthquake in southern China along muddy roads in the rain "Some were wrapped with small
declaring "Help is on the way"
that killed at least 398 people waiting for food and medica- quilts. Those must be kids."
traveled along the four-lane
and injured more than 1,800. tion, Xinhua reported. Medics
Overhead footage of the quake highway from Kunming to
Rainstorms were expected to were reporting severe shortages zone shot by state broadcaster
Zhaotong on Monday evening.
continue to hinder rescue efforts of medicine and an inability to CCTV showed older houses
Heavy rain and thunderstorms in
over the coming days.
perform operations on the flattened but newer multistory the area were complicating efforts
WASHINGTON (AP) — issue that was important to him
About 12,000 homes col- severely injured, while rescuers buildings still standing.
to bring tents, water, food and
James Brady, the affable, witty and that he felt very strongly
lapsed when the quake struck said their work had been hamThe magnitude-6.1 quake other relief supplies to survivors.
press secretary who survived a about."
Sunday afternoon in impover- pered by continuous downpours struck at 4:30 p.m. on Sunday at Roads
had caved in, and rescuers
devastating head wound in the
Brady "leaves the kind of ished Ludian county, around and quake-triggered landslides, a depth
of 10 kilometers (6 were forted to travel on foot.
1981 assassination attempt on legacy ... that certainly this
370 kilometers (230 miles) Xinhua said.
miles), according to the U.S.
The national meteorological
President Ronald Reagan and press secretary and all future
northeast of Yunnan province's
Ma Yaoqi, an 18-year-old vol- Geological Survey. China's center said the area near the cenundertook a personal crusade press secretaries will aspire to
capital, Kunming. the official unteer in the quake zone,said by earthquake monitoring agency ter
of the quake would suffer
for gun control. died Monday. live up to," Earnest said.
Xinhua News Agency reported. phone that at least half of the put the magnitude at 6.5.
thundershowers over the next
He was 73.
Of the four people stuck by
Rescuers digging in the debris buildings had collapsed on the
The central government has three days.
"We are heartbroken to share gunfire on March 30, 1981. by hand freed a 5-year-old boy road from the city center
of
the news that our beloved Jim Brady was the most seriously
whose legs were injured. Zhaotong to the hardest-hit town
"Bear" Brady has passed away wounded. A news clip of the
Xinhua reported. It also said of Longtou. The rest of the
after a series of health issues," shooting, replayed often on telBrady's family said in a state- evision,
showed
Brady
Pi RA, as it .1:011
ment. "His wife, Sarah, son, sprawled on the ground as
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press secretary Brady dies
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00255
HAZEL,ENTERPRISES, LLC,

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

BILLY W. THORN,BRANCH BANKING AND
TRUST COMPANY,AS SUCCESSOR TO ORES BANK,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,KENTUCKY,
SUSAN M. THORN,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on June 23, 2014, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $3,203.83. Including court costs, litigations expenses,
and reasonable attorney's fees, etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Wednesday, August 6, 2014, at the hour of 10:00 a.m.,
local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, with its address being State Line Road West, Murray, KY
42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Apart of the South half of the Southwest Quarter of Section 33, T.RA., East, and
being further described as follows:
Beginning at a point located on the south right of way of the West State Line
Road at the Northwest corner of the Darvin Paschall property and being marked
by a blue post; thence south 4.35 chains to a post; thence west 4.25 chains to a
post, said post being the northwest corner of the Hubert Underwood property;
thence South 2.7 chains to a post; thence with Underwood's line in a northeasterly direction along an existing ditch 8.45 chains to a post, said post being the
northwest corner of Grantors property; thence west 8.2 chains and following said
West State Line Road right of way to the point of beginning. This tract contains
3.0 acres more or less.
Billy Wayne Thorn, and wife, Susan M. Thorn, obtained title to the above
described property by General Warranty Deed from Martha Thorn, a widow,
dated December 8, 1993. of record in Book 197. Page 499. in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 60 days, but
if sold on a credit of60 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(10%) of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within sixty (60) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid,, and fully due and payable in sixty
(60) days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2014 ad valorem taxes.
This 7th day of July, 2014
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY IS ACCEPTING
BIDS FROM QUALIFIED GENERAL CONTRACTORS FOR THE BREATHITT VETERINARY
DIAGNOSTICS BUILDING PROJECT. ON THE
HOP/UNSVILLE REGIONAL CAMPUS OF MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY. THERE WILL BE A
PRE-BID CONFERENCE AT 10:00 AM,AUGUST
18,2014 IN THE MULTI PURPOSE ROOM OF
THE HOPKINSVILLE REGIONAL CAMPUS OF
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY, LOCATED AT 5305
FORT CAMPBELL BLVD. BIDS WILL OPEN SEPTEMBER 25, 2014 AT 2:00 P.M. AT THE MURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY GENERAL SERVICES
BUILDING. CONTRACTORS MAY RECEIVE A
COPY OF THE BID ADVERTISEMENT BY CONTACTING BETH WARDS)270-809-4762 OR DELLA
MARTIN 270-809-2703
020
Nob*
THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its
sources reliable, but inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this information do so at their own
risk. Although persons and companies mentioned herein are believed to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger & Times, nor any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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Nada
MY worms catch fish or
die trying.
You tried the rest now
try the best.
Rex's Worm Farm
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd
Murray, KY 42071
270-436-2189

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st •-thrith (rev!
ite. C, •' .1
Available
-24.7 Surveillance
•Pest Control
.i71)

'r IEast
ion

PERSONAL
Touch
Help wanted 2 booths,
Rent $85.00wk

MURRAY

Cheek

020

Roommate
needed
immediately. Close to
campus.
Contact
Steven at 270-2263853
060
Help Wanted

Read
MI About

I

I1UC

Name _
I St Address
I
City

LILY Pad Learning
Center is accepting
applications for FT and
PT
teachers.
Applications must be
dependable, outgoing,
and have high school
diploma. Please Apply
in person at 701 S. 4th
St.
UCK
TR
DRIVER/LABORER
FOR LOCAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY MUST BE WILLING TO TRAVEL
CLASS
COL
A
REQUIRED 270-7532830

Zip

I State
Daytime Ph

Fri*
Sat*

Proti

In
24/7
We Now

010
Legal
Notice

1

Fri 10/.8.
RILL
I us
Von 12 pin
Tit lp.m.
*,t12
Thur. t2 p*

To Place An Ad Or Yarii Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classifiedPmurrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270)753-1927

[
'
MasterCard

VD

knerf
kr Sot
Tusedey
Wes*
Thu*

_

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray, KT 42071
Or call (270) 753-1915
•

NIGHT bartender wanted 4 nights or less a
week. Mainly be weekends. Shift wM be 8pm3am. Experience is
necessary. Apply in
person at 641 Club
731-247-5794

immediate Openings for
Full-Time Warehouse and
Manufacturing positions In the
Murray area.
Are you an Indivdual that loves
working with your hands and
building a quality product? If you
so please send resume to
cschroader@inf-grp.com or call
270-767-2518. Infinity is an EOE.
Post offer drug screen and
background check required.
Pangea Group, a college textbook wholesaler
located in Murray, Kentucky, is seeking a full
time Receiving Clerk. Primary responsibilities
will be receiving inventory, putting inventory in
the correct location, maintaining accuracy to
ensure inventory integrity, and correctly
document any discrepancies. Receiving
inventory will be the primary responsibility of the
position but other responsibilities include but
are not limited to: performing regular cycle
counts, assist in order picking and/or shipping
as needed, loading/unloading trucks. Must be
able to pass a drug test and background screen
'-- and lift 50+ pounds. Applicant must have
excellent computer skills and be a strong learn
player and leader. College experience is
preferred. Hours are 8 am to 5 pm. Monday
through Friday. Compensation starting at $9/hr
with regular employee reviews for pay raise
opportunity. For consideration, please email
your resume and cover letter to
supportehokubook.com
NURSE PRACTITIONER/PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT
Seeking Nurse Practitioners and/or Physician's
Assistants to provide routine care and management
of patients with acute and chronic complaints, in
collaboration with the supervising physician and
through implementation of standardized procedures
Must possess ability to work independently;
communicate effectively both verbally and in writing;
deai tactfully and patiently with patients; use initiative
and judgment; maintain effective working relationships With colleagues. Full time hours, benefits and
compensation package offered. All applicants should
have one year's healthcare experience preferred.
To apply, bring resume to Pnmary Care Medical
Center office, 1000 South 12th Street, Murray,
KY, or apply online at
primarycareeverywhere.corn
Construction Workers
Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes for carpenters, rod
busters, concrete finishers, structural welders,
iron workers, millwrights, pipefrtters, pipe
welders, operators, crane operators, field
engineers,foreman and superintendents for
heavy industrial work. MSHA training is
helpful but not required. EOE. Apply at
1821 Peartree Lane
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Call Scott at 573-517-5128
or email resumes to:

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*
Run this ad everyday In the
Murray Ledger & Times!

FT Dispatcher,
Apply in person.
Welch Concrete
6580 HWY 641 N
Almo
KeeFORCE is seeking
Computer
a
TeOnician. For details
of position please visit
www keeforce.com/car
eers.php

SEEKING elderly lady
to care for. 20+ years
experience. 270-3548111 270-252-4287
Domes* & Madan
Preschool spots availChristian
able
Childcare Center 270767-1177
RCS -Cleaning
Services
Friendly professionals
for all your cleaning
needs.
Honest &
Reliable. "Let RCS do
your
dirty
work"
Afforded.
Free Estimates
270-970-4812

Will Clean Houses,
Expertenc e d .
References
270-227-6504

1

11111ani lo

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
8 soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 7533633
CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERATORS,
STOVES,
HEATERS, AIR CONDITIONERS,
CARPETING, ETC. 270753-4109
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

For Ole
Used Agri-Fab Mow-n•
Vac Hold 10 cu ft
$250 Call 270-2273820, leave a message
and I will get beck to
You

441

Eyecare Specialties

Camp Septic Cleaning of/hurray
Residential & Commercial

Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
"Eyeglasses
Murray
'Contacts
759-2500
'Eye Disease
murrayerecare.com

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your husines0

Call Chekca Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
"If y
150
Midas
For Sate

SINOER
SALES VAC
JUN, JANOME & SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Quilts starting at $75
G.E. Financing
11011-C
12th
1.1-Alr Center
(270453-5323

Aieo Parts

Ccininsdcal Prop. For Rant

• Murr
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3beclroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO * 711
Houses For Rent

2,300SOFT
Offles/RetalV
Warehouse Space
802 Maple Street

USED TIRES

270-753-8964

Cull 753-5606

Lights

14. 15. 16 inch

Starting at S20
fllOtin ted

Auto Shop
Used Cars
clean up(body work
2011 Nissan Altima
newly painted
SL, Loaded, 25K miles
single bay
1 owner, NICE
606 S 3rd
270-489-2525

• Garland

2
NAS

(270)485-6122

LARGE.
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

605 E South

12th SI

(270) 753-1713
Hum Furnishlrqe
BEDROOM SUIT
8pc, Cherry, Solid
Wood,
In
factory
boxes.
$795.00 270-293-4121
Can Deliver
ALL FURNITURE &
MATTRESSES
ON
SALE CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105 N 3RD
270-753-1502
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver

28R,
$300
plus
deposit. 8 miles North.
270-227-1935
Looking for houses
to clean.
Call 270-227-5467

Always on Time & What You Ordered
1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshirts1 @murray-ky.net

One Month Is $125
Three Months Is $110/month
Six Months is $100/month

ki ma0robinsonconstructon,comn
PART-TIME
Office
Assistant wanted for
hire at Bridges Family
Center. Fax resume to
270-761-5807 or call
270-761-5804.

, Embroidery &
Screen Printing

320
Apwbsents For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109
1BR apt in various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898
2BR brick, redecorated, new wood flooring,
new refrigerator, quiet
neighborhood. No pets.
$465/mo
270-293E070

2 or 38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Supplies
Required
270-753-4109
MC Golden Retnever
nicholsent.com
puppies 6 wks old, vet
/properties
check, first shots. $400
3 Bedroom 2 Bath
parents on premises.
All Appliances, Deck,
270-205-0562
Carport,
Storage
Obedience
Building. Available July DOG
glendhenmere com
23rd
$885.00 month, 1501 (270)436-2858
Story Ave. 270-293390
9493, 270-759-5885
livestock &Supplies
3BR, 113A
270-978-1400
Stall
2
Horse
38R, 1f3A, 1 garage, Gooseneck horse trailbnck home. 2 miles er. Call
West of Murray. Large 270-492-8235
shop on separate lot.
$850/mo
270-753.- [
121
Real Estate
0531
Vacant lot. Corner
Puryear, TN 1BR
Johnson & Whitnel
270-492-8526
(west of Sears store)
9/10 acre. Zoned B-2
Storage Rentals
Phone 270-753-8496

11

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. • 4 p.m. M-F
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
726 S.4TH ST.
Corner 41213. A Gleedele.
Hain a WWI
(270) 436-2524
arms!

PREMIER
MINISTOFIAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsent.conVproperties or call 270-7534109

UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

n

es For Sete

OWNER Finance—
Lake Cottage with
Land
Fixer/Handyman
Special
127 Tearose Hamlin,
KY
$500 down $475 month
Call Fluthie 270-7532222

homes
RIverfleld Estates
SEIG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

BR from $345
28R from $375
270-753-8554
1565 Dieigoki Drive
TIC 1-10-30-11113 ext 2113
nv.101101001,II Of 7:6
appanwity porkies
awl arrloyer

CEV
Murray
$417/month 270-8755110
Available August 16th
VERY nice 48R, 26A.
newly remodeled. New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

GREAT RETAIL`
LOCATION!
103 North 3rd St ,
Into 270-753-M41

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs -big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectrjc.com

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling

WellPump Service
Residential
Agricultural
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

Brandon's
Outdoor Service
•Bushogging
•Bladework
*Mowing

C-(270)972-0543
Lob kw Ws

New 2-4

Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

Calloway

Hill Electric

CHECK out this baby
dole. Occupied.
780 so ft 28R CM/A.
Covered porches,
storage bldg, new
paint surveyed Dro()43r
tY•
Lots of extras
$14,750.00.
With reasonable otter,
you can own 11 East
Elementary area. Drive
by 229 White Oak,
Murray KY 270-7535012

Daytime
H-(270)436-5277
Atter 6

C&M
CONTRACTING
Home Improvements
Design Services
Flooring & Decks
Electncal & Plumbing
Drywall & Repairs

It's •
studio
tion and
office.
Fi
Kendric
mula
$80 ml
for
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LANDSCAPING
MULCHING

Sony
prod
"Hea
Th
just
fifth
mov
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AUCTION
McCUISTON

THURSDAY, AUGUST 7TH, at 4:00 P.M.
LOCATION: 5667 S.R. 121N., Murray, KY

ROOFING

Selling the Personal Property of Bob & Susanna Austin.

270-293
-1924
Free

Selling JD Riding Mower, Poulan Rear Tine Tiller,
Yard Sweep, Lawn Trailer, ATV Pull Type Mower,
Fencing Supplies, Tools, Appliances,
Antiques, Furniture & Morel!

Estimates

•

Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

ON BEA

For a complete listing and to view pictures visit:
www.bunchbrosauctionrealty.com or www.auctionzlp.com,
Auctioneer ID* 10111
TERMS: Cash or check only day of saki. NO BUYER'S PREMIUM!!!

1112 Whitest' Ave.
VII
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Ries

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
ladestrtai/CemmereleUlesidemlal
James C. CallImere

Wmciu KY 42088

Phone:(270) 376-2992

HILL SEPTIC '
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
AU Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & mulch
(270) 293-8686
•Handyinan SetViD38
•Yard Worir
•Gutters Cleaned
*Horne Repairs
Gary 270-227-0420

GARLANt
RENTAL

Hill Appliance
Repair

"If you've gat it, we east store it"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

)TIRE
5. 16 inch
mg at S20
ounted

T53-560

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St.
• &ABC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 2411 Surveillance

270-753-2905
issan
•, 25K miles
NICE
2525

Electric
1986
idential &
nunercial
& Insured
0
- big or
mall

,

3-9562
.11electric corn

.S. Well &
igation
// Drilling
ump Service
siclentiel
riculture/
rls Tucker
0-293-4406

randon's
ioor Service

Bushogging

.Bladework
'Mowing

!70)972-0543
Daytime
!70)436-5277
After 6
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I Improvements

sign Services
piing & Decks
ical & Plumbing
wall & Repairs
:.ed and Insured
teran Owned

-363-n38
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DSCAPINC
(.1.CHINC
,
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TREE
RVICE
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Frame
221 3140
374-0321

1Y'S Trio, and
kirvice.licensed
lured. Free esti438-2582, 227-

Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Senice on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

TN LIC #204

Joe Bunch, & Steven Henderson, Auctioneers
Website: bunchbrosauctionrealty.com

(270) 759-0890
759-2500
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Swats.,

Greg Mansfield
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Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
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12701293-3480
HAI I'S WAS
\\ACEMI \ I
• weekly & special pickups
•locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
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-• :.,I1,511 1104,114it1011
, coating & stnping
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(270)759-0501
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*Power Washing
•Residentlal
'Commercial
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Aft Sin Units

24/7Stiftrelllanal•Electricity
We Now Have W Climate Control Units
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Horoscope

Over 28 Years
Experience

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Aug.6, 2014:
This year you will be very lucky. You have entered the first year of
a 12-year luck and life cycle. You might surprise yourself with how
many risks you take, but a certain level of caution would be wise. If
you are single, you will find many potential and alluring sweeties
around you. If you are attached, the two of you will become much
closer than you have been in the past, especially if you share more
of your newfound adventuresome spirit. SAGITTARIUS often
intrigues you, but he or she is always off on a new adventure. How
will you ever find time tb get to know each other?

Zach 270-873-ifuo
David 270-227-1106
At Sn(Ves

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
-Trimming
•Removal
"Stump Grinding
'Firewood
"Insured

by Jacqueline Bigar

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You instinctively make the right choices. In fact, you are far
more fortunate than you realize. You could feel as it you finally see
(270)489-2839
(270)435-4431
a clear path to a goal and are able to walk through it. You might have
to repeat what you are doing once more. Tonight: Follow the music.
KENTUCKYLAKE
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
REMODELING CON
w**** Relate to a partner directly. One-on-one relating could take
Pas ing-Sealcuatin g
•Home Improvements
you down a new path. You might be looking at building greater secuIgath 8 Kitchen
Striping
Complete Tree
rity. A family member will play an important role in your mood, and
Gra+
et-Dirt-Sand
you'll gain a new insight as a result. Tonight: Invite someone over.
Service
Drywall. Painting.
NY 'I
IS
Trimming and
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Plumbing, Floonng. Decks
270-293-4256 *****
Removal
Keep a conversation flowing. Don't nix any ideas, because
insured *Sr Discount
Licensed and Insured
you might not have all the facts. Listen to what is important, and do
,Free Estimates
Credit Cards Accepted
.4fember OfAnges List
your best not to exclude any details. You know where you are going
270-753-TREE
and why. Do not allow someone to change your mind. Tonight: Out
270-436-5959
(8733)
Ask about our
and about.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Display ad
**** You could be weighing the pros and cons of a new expendispecials
ture. You might think that you have the right price in mind, but there
for all your
will be additional costs. A friend is likely to surprise you with his or
advertising
her actions. Be aware of your limits. Tonight: Go along with a suggestion.
needs.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You seem to be able to do no wrong. You express optimism:in a way that lifts up others who could be a bit down. An unexpected insight will emerge because of the intensity of the moment.
Know that you might need to rehash a conversation today. Tonight:
their marriage work1 Thet movie through a grassroots approach As you like it.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
was made with a b dgef of just more reminiscent of community
*** You know more than you are revealing. You have made a
$500,000 and grossed over $33 theater. It's this type of fan base choice to stay quiet and keep your own counsel.
If you listen caremillion.
growth, which brings in millions fully, you will learn even more. Note what is not being said as well.
"That was what I would.call in revenue, that has gotten the A partner or friend tosses an unusual insight your way. Tonight:
Make it early.
the dawning of the new era of attention of major studios.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
independent Christian films,"
"What people must understand **** You will say what you think, and others will hear you.
said Ben Howard, senior vice is that Hollywood is a business," However, it seems as if you might have to repeat this conversation
president of Provident Films, a said Bishop T.D. Jakes, a one more time. An unexpected opportunity is likely to occur, as a
division
of Sony
Music megachurch pastor who pro- loved one seems more open and willing to respond. Tonight: Hang
out at home.
Entertainment that focuses on duced "Heaven Is for Real" and
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
the Christian audience.
other faith-based movies, "And **** Stay on top of a situation, and understand your limits. You
"Courageous." a film about while we have a
message that might not want to deal with a demanding person, boss or older relative. You will get plenty of opportunities to open up this conversation.
fatherhood, was released in we want
to convey, we are conTonight: In the limelight.
2011 and made more than $34 veying that
message to an idiom SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
million on a $2 million budget.
of thought that is controlled by **** Your spontaneity comes forward,.and it will make you nearThe fifth Kendrick brothers'
ly irresistible when dealing with certain key people. Your perspective
businesses and budgets."
movie is expected to cost at least
might change because of a conversation and an ability to detach,
The Kendricks' marketing
which will allow greater give-and-take. Tonight: All smiles.
$3 million.
strategy, in particular, has CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Box office expert Paul
become sort of a blueprint for **** You don't need to make the first move, by any means -- you
Dergarabedian
said
the
other Christian filmmakers over have choices. Start claiming your power, and iealize that you need
Kendricks' earlier
movies
the years. It involves pre-release to create the nght situation for you. Allow someone else to make the
first move for a while. Tonight: The only answer is 'yes."
"weren't what anyone would
screenings for community AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
consider blockbusters in the
church leaders, who are en
***** You could be surprised by all the activity that surrounds
conventional sense of the word."
aged to spread the word about you. Be gracious for a declaration or offer, yet know that it will need
"But the success of those films
to be repeated again. You see how quickly people's moods are
the film.
probably influenced filmmakchanging. Ask for more of what you need. Tonight: Say "yes' to an
"Which is accelerated because offer.
ers, studios, producers, distribuof social media," said Sean PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
tors, to look at this genre as a
Wolfington, a digital marketing **** Your ability to accept what is acceptable and to work within
viable, potentially money-makentrepreneur who helped pro- those constraints can and will make all the difference. You might
ing genre," said Dergarabedian.
want to have a discussion with a boss, a respected friend or a parsenior media analyst for box- mote "Fireproof' and "Son of ent. The more suggestions, the better your judgment will be. Tonight:
God," a faith-based film by hus- In the thick of things.
office tracker Rentrak.
Faith-based entertainment is band and wife filmmakers Mark
BORN TODAY
not new tei-ritory. The Bible Burnett and Roma Downey Artist Andy Warhol (1928), actress Lucille
Ball (1911), actor Robert
about
the
Jesus
life
of
Christ
that
alone has spawned dozens of
Mitchum (1917)
films dating back to the 1920s was released in February and
•••
and Broadway has found endur- has made more than $67 million
Jacqueline
Bigar
is
Internet
on
the
at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
ing hits in shows such as "Jesus on a production budget of a little
(c) 2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
over $20 million.
Christ Superstar."
Whatever the case, the success
While the Kendricks have
found success, they're still in the of such movies is likely to comshadows of faith-centric block- mand the attention of major stubusters like "Noah," which was dios for quite a while.
"When we have films that repreleased in March and has made
more . than $359 million at the resent our beliefs ... (and) to be
global box office on a produc- able, to have more options of
those types of films in the martion budget of $125 million.
However, the Kendricks and ketplace; it's certainly speaking
others like them have been able to Hollywood, without questo move their lower-budget tion," said Franklin, now presifaith-based films from limited dent and 'CEO of Franklin
theaters to wider release mainly Entertainment.

Lamb Tree
Pro

TRAVIS
ASPHAI:I

Subscribe to The Murray
Ledger 8( Times

2 Bible Belt filmmakers expand box office horizons
NASHVILLE, Tenn
on -lbw own with their fifth
It's the Hollywood endlartsierr- film: The brothers say the sepastudio wants: Low-cost produc- ration was amicable and necestion and high returns at the box sary for them to grow as filmoffice,
makers and recruit actors and
Filmmakers Alex and Stephen crew nationwide.
Kendrick seem to have the forIn previous movies, the brothmula down — grossing nearly ers mostly used volunteers from
$80 million on four films made their church though one of their
for less than $4 million corn- more
popular
movies,
bined. Only thing is the "Fireproof," did include Kirk
Kendrick brothers work far Cameron, a veteran actor memfrom Hollywood and, outside orably known starting in the 80s
the world of Christian-themed for his youthful role in a popular
cinema, many have never heard TV sitcom, Growing Pains,
of their films.
"The people we've gotten to
That could change.
meet who have expertise in
Increasingly, major studios areas that we have needed help
appear to be taking a leap for have come to the table," said
faith-based audiences with bib- Stephen Kendrick. "And we're
lical epics such as "Noah" star- growing as filmmakers."
ring Russell Crowe. the planned
They're also giving back. The
December release of "Exodus" brothers are using the fruits of
and a remake of "Ben-Hur" for their success to help up-andearly 2016.
coming filmmakers with projAt one point in April, there ects, as well as mentor a
were four faith-based movies in
younger generation of hopefuls.
the Top 20 at the box office. During their recent filming, they
including "Heaven Is for Real." brought in about 20 interns from
about a 4-year-old boy's account different
universities
who
of his trip to heaven. It has worked under professionals
grossed more than $99 million involved in the making of the
on a production budget of $12 film,
"We believe every generation
million by Sony Pictures.
"Hollywood has taken note," needs to be pouring into. and
said DeVon Franklin, former investing in the next generaSony senior vice president of tion," Stephen Kendrick said.
oversaw "Hopefully, they'll be able to
who
production,
stand on our shoulders one day
"Heaven Is for Real."
The Kendrick brothers — who and make even better movies."
The Kendricks — both minisjust wrapped up filming their
fifth project — are making ters who sport salt-and-pepper
movies that could see wider beards'— grew up in suburban
Atlanta and now live in Albany
release as distributors pay attention to the box office trends in in southwestern Georgia. They
the traditional Bible Belt and are still part of the ministry team
at the Sherwood megachurch.
beyond.
Their latest film, which has Along with the church's senior
yet to have a title, centers on a pastor, Michael Can, they creatfamily realizing the power of ed Sherwood Pictures in 2002
and scraped together $20,000 to
prayer.
"The point is not racing to see put out their first film,
how many movies we can pro- "Flywheel," in 2003 about a disdUce," said Alex Kendrick, in a honest used car salesman who
from learns integrity.
interview
telephone
With a budget of $100,000,
Charlotte, North Carolina. "The
point is to take the time, in the company released "Facing
prayer and research. to make a the Giants" in 2006. That film
solid film and get the most min-. — about having courage amid
istry out of it before moving to adversity — ended up grossing
more than $10 million, appearthe next one."
The Kendricks began with a ing in a little over 400 theaters
tiny production company with primarily in the South. Then
their pastor at Sherwood came "Fireproof," a story about
Baptist, but decided to strike out a couple struggling to make

4U.
If you are a NEWCOMER
to Murray/Calloway Co.
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT (270) 227-5456
OR 759-9216
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
professional people. It's their way of saying,"We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County,"
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!

SNOW:
Spayed • Domestic
Long Hair • white • Adult
• Female • Large
. SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FAI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)759-4141
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Looking Back
l'eo years ago
Tom and Alton Hughes are pictured being interviewed by a filmmaker while visiting the World War
II Memorial in Washington, D.C.
They are former Calloway County
residents.
The Ca!yen City American Senior
Legion Post 236 baseball team has
advanced to the state tournament for
the first time in the team's history.
Local players on the squad include
Michael Birdsong, Tyler Boggess,
Wes Claiborne, David Free, Austin
McCuiston, Logan Schwettman,
Pete Tliackston and Taylor Thieke,
all from Calloway County High
School and former Murray High
School standout Austin Swain. who
now plays for Murray kate
University.
The Knights of Columbus representative. Mark Kennedy, is shown
making a contribution to Eric
Kelleher of the Senior Citizens
Center for improvements to their
parking at the center.
Pictured is new Calloway County
Middle School Principal Tawnya
Hunter. as she watches students
return on the first day of classes.
Twenty years ago
The City Wide Sidewalk Sale is
taking place this weekend.
Calloway County District Judge
Leslie
Furches reports that
Calloway County's abuse cases will
top 100 this year.
Calloway County's Property
Valuation Administrator, Ronnie
Jackson,states that residential property assessments will increase
because the state determined values
were not at the mandated 100 percent.
Amy Wilson. staff writer for the
Ledger & Times, was awarded a
School Bell Award by the Kentucky
Education Association for her coverage of public education issues.
Also pictured is Nona Tabers, former president of the Calloway
County Education Association, who
nominated Wilson for the award.
Thirty years ago
Pictured is Jean Fleming of
Murray. riding Le Astra deVista
Grande. a 6-year old Paso Fino

Mare. The mare brought home six
blue ribbons from the Tennessee
Valley PASO Fino Owners and
Breeders Association HUM Show.
Sarah Van Dyke, 7-year old
daughter
Murray
State
of
University student Darlene Van
Dyke, is shown choosing a slice of
melon at the recent all-campus
watermelon feast on the lawn of
Oakhurst.
Harry Patterson has been appointed branch manager of Lincoln
Federal Savings and Loan of
Murray.
Forty years ago
Kentucky Governor Wendell Ford
is pictured speaking at the traditional Fancy Farm picnic held Aug. 3
Jeremy White, son of Rev. and
Mrs. JerreII White, won first place
for reading the most books in the
Summer Reading Program sponsored by the Calloway County
Public Library.
Fifty years ago
Kentucky Governor Edward T.
Breathitt will speak at summer commencement exercises at Murray
State
University
on
Aug. 7, when 297 students will
receive degrees.
The Red Cross Bloodmobile will
be in Murray on Aug. 7. according
to Henry Holton. chairman of the
Calloway County Blood Drive program.
Another day of blistering heat
baked Murray and Calloway
County today after the thermometers registered a torrid 100 degrees.
Sixty years ago
Jerry Overcast, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan Overcast and Joe
McPherson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ocus McPherson, have left for
induction into the Air Force at
Louisville and have been sent to a
base in New York for basic training.
The Calloway County Junior
Dairy' Show will be Aug. 7, at
Murray State College with Ryan
Milk Co.. Peoples Bank and Bank
of Murray as sponsors. The committee is composed of Milton
Walston, J. T. Hatfield and Cannon
Parks.

Tread carefully when naming Aim for seven to eight hours
baby after deceased relatives
of sleep - no more, no less
DEAR ABBY: What is the
protocol for naming a baby after
a deceased person? If the name
you want to use is a deceased
family member's name, do we ask
his next of kin for approval'? Do
we say nothing? Is it assumed
that people who wish to use someone's name when nailing their child
should seek
permission
(whether the
person is living or dead)?
Obviously, some people will use
the
name
regardless of
being granted
a blessing or
not. but I'm
wondering
By Abigail
what is approVan Buren
priate in this
situation. -- PREGNANT IN ILLINOIS
DEAR PREGNANT: In the
Jewish faith, it is traditional for
a baby to be named for a deceased
parent or grandparent -- or at least
given a name with the same'first
initial. However, if the person
who died was a child of a close
relative. I can see how that could
be very painful for the parents
who lost their child.
The appropriate thing to do
would be to first have a conversation with the surviving family
member(s) to be sure it will be
considered the honor it is intended to be and not open fresh wounds.
If it would cause pain, perhaps
the expectant parents should consider making the name of the
deceased their baby's middle name
instead of first name.
DEAR ABBY: During my
teens. I was diagnosed with depression and institutionalized following a suicide attempt. Depression
is something I live with daily.
Unfortunately, my parents and siblings have a "don't ask, don't tell"

policy when it comes to anything
that may stir up emotions. I feel
that it's detrimental to my wellbeing.
My doctor has suggested cutting my family out of my life.
Dealing with them gives me great
anxiety. My mother is a master
manipulator who denies my suicide attempt ever happened, and
I'm afraid she will tell my extended family members(many of whom
I have relationships with) that I
have "abandoned the family."
No one outside my immediate
family knows about my depression or suicide attempt. and I feel
I may be forced to reveal that
very private part of my life in
order to defend my actions. 1
don't know what to do. -- RELUCTANT TO REVEAL
DEAR RELUCTANT TO
REVEAL: I think you should follow your doctor's advice and not
be intimidated. You have an illness -- depression -- that, according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, is shared
by about 9 percent of our population. It is nothing to be ashamed
of.
Because you're afraid of what
your mother will say, explain to
those relatives you feel close to
what you need to do and the reasons for it. 1 can't guarantee that
some of them won't take sides,
but I'm sure not all of them will.
Sadly. not all families are functional. Not all parents are good
parents.and some of them are toxic.
PS.Because your struggle with
depression is ongoing. I hope you
are still under the care of a psychotherapist. If you're not, please
consider it.
..•..
Dear Abby is written by A bigall Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips. and was founded by her mother,Pauline Phillips.
Contact Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
tLos Angeles, CA 90069.

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. August 5.
the 217th day of 2014. There are
148 days left in the year.
Today's Highlights in History:
On August 5, 1914, what's
believed to be the first electric
traffic light system was installed
in Cleveland, Ohio, at the intersection of East 105th Street and
Euclid Avenue.
On this date:
In 1864. during the Civil War,
Union Adm. David G. Farragut
led his fleet to victory in the Battle of Mobile Bay, Alabama.
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roe. 36, was found dead in her
Los Angeles home: her death was
ruled a probable suicide from
"acute barbiturate poisoning."
South
African
anti-apartheid
activist Nelson Mandela was arrested; it was the beginning of 27
years of imprisonment.
In 1964, U.S. Navy pilot Everett
Alvarez Jr. became the first American flier to be .shot down and
captured by North Vietnam: he
was held prisoner until Feb.1973.
In 1969, the U.S. space probe
Mariner 7 flew by Mars, sending
back photographs.
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DEAR?

ON, I GET IT! YOUR SOSS IS
SPYING ON YOU AGAIN!
5-STRESSED?
NO ..THAT'S
IMPOSSIBLE
FOCUSED,
MAYBE
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(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)

RELAXING YOUR
FACIAL PALI3CLE5

TWO SHOCKING
DEVELOPMENTS
Dear Heloise: Last year. our
house was HIT BY LIGHTNING.
Our satellite TV technician said
the strike "fried" our TV. He
then notated it on an electronic receipt. which I signed. with
a promise from him that 1 would
be emailed a copy for insurance purposes.
Despite numerous calls to var;
ious phone numbers and even a letter to the company's president. I was unable to get ANY type of
visible, printable receipt that I ever had had an
appointment, and no technician's assessment that
lightning took out our TV (and their equipment). I
repeatedly was told it is the "policy" of this satellite TV company not to give anything to the customer in writing at the time of service or by email
or fax!
I no longer will do business with a company
that cannot or will not provide a written receipt at
the time of service. I went back to cable TV. J.C. in Florida
DON'T STEAL THE TOWEL!
Dear Readers: Have you ever thought about
taking a bathrobe or towel from a hotel? You should
NOT steal from a hotel room! If you do. you just
may get caught! Some hotels are using radio-frequency chips. The chips cam be attached to a robe
and even linens to keep track of inventory. Heloise
PS.: Yes. it's OK to take the small soaps, shampoos, hand lotion, etc. But NOT the towels!

SMALL HANDS
Dear Heloise: It's easy to forget how small children's hands and mouths are, compared with those
of an adult. After watching my son struggle while
eating a sandwich, I realized the importance of cutting things down to a more manageable size for
him.
My son won't touch the crust on a sandwich,
but he needs to hold the sandwich by the crust
because it is easier. If I cut the sandwich into
fourths, diagonally, each side has a crust, and he
eats more of the "inside" of the sandwich that he
enjoys. - S. in Texas
GREEN HINTS
Dear Heloise: The plastic lock tabs that come
on breads, etc., can be used for many things. My
favorite is when I am training a flower to grow
straight. I have a stick in the ground. place the
plastic tab around the flower and attach gently to
the stick or a string attached to the stick.
These plastic tabs also can be used for holding
a any type of needlework. - Irene in California
NO WASTE
Dear Heloise: My hint is to put cornstarch or
baby powder into a sock. Tie off the open end
with a bread twist or rubber band. You can dust
your body without spilling a mess on the floor. It
also is a good way to use a single sock. - Barbara S. in West Virginia
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to
Heloise, P.O. Box 795000„San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or
email it to Heloise(a0Heloise.com. I can't answer
your letter personally but will use the best hints
received in my column.
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Dr. Komaroff

blood flow inside the brain The
most common is atherosclerosis
of the arteries of the brain. Atherosclerosis blocks arteries, and
thereby slows blood flow. This
may negatively affect the ability
of brain cells to work properly.
Sleep-deprived brains may also
collect more deposits of a protein called beta iunyloid. These
deposits are linked to declines in
memory and thinking and increased
risk of dementia.
One of the most interesting
and potentially important scientific reports of the past year was
a study done in mice. It may, or
may not, apply to humans. The
study showed that during sleep
the brain "flushes out" toxic substances. If this is true in humans,
it could be part of the explanation as to why sleeping fewer
than seven or eight hours per
night on a regular basis could
impair memory. But it wouldn't
explain why people who regularly sleep more than seven or eight
hours per night have impaired
memory.
What might the explanation
be? People who spend more than
nine or 10 hours a night in bed
often have poor sleep quality. So
for both too little and too much
sleep, the important number may
be the hours of quality sleep.
To improve your sleep:
-- Go to bed and wake up at
the same time every day.
-- Use your bed only for sleeping or lovemaking.
-- If you can't fall asleep after
15 to 20 minutes, get out of bed.
Get back into bed only when you
feel sleepy.
-- Limit caffeine.
-- Don't take long naps during the day.

Hints From NekliS8
In 1884, the cornerstone for
the Statue of Liberty's pedestal
was laid on Bedloe's Island in
New York Harbor.
In 1953, Operation Big Switch
began as remaining prisoners taken
during the Korean War were
exchanged at Panmunjom.
In 1954, 24 boxers became the
first inductees into the Boxing
Hall of Fame, including Henry
Armstrong, Gentleman Jim Corbett, Jack Dempsey, Jack Johnson, Joe Louis and John L. Sullivan.
111,1962, actress Marilyn Mon-
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I read
about a new study on sleep and
memory. I understand why too
little sleep could affect memory.
But why would too much sleep
be harmful?
DEAR
READER:
it
When
to
comes
memory,
sleep is a
Goldilocks
issue: Neither
too much nor
too little is
good. Aim for
"just right,"
says Dr. ElizBy
Devote.
abeth
Dr. Anthony
an instructor
Komaroff
in medicine at
Harvard-affiliated Brigham and
Women's Hospital. Dr. Devote led
a new study that suggests getting
an "average" amount of sleep -seven hours per day -- may help
maintain memory in later life.
In 1986 and again in 2000,
researchers asked a large number
of women who were enrolled in
a long-term study about their sleep
habits. Women who slept five hours
or fewer per night or nine hours
or more performed worse on brain
testing compared with women who
slept seven to eight hours a night.
The researchers estimated that
"undersleepers" and "oversleepers" were mentally two years older
than the women who got seven
to eight hours of shut-eye a night.
A study like this one can find
only an association, a connection,
between two things -- in this case,
the number of hours of sleep and
memory. It cannot prove that sleeping more or less than seven or
eight hours a night (on a regular
basis) is bad for memory. It can
only suggest that possibility.
Is the possibility plausible'? If
so, how might sleep affect memory? People who are persistently
sleep-deprived are more likely to
have conditions that can decrease
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Enthusiasm
Jason's quest
Singer Guthrie
Chest bone
Kind of power
Gaze
Disarray
Long swim trunks
Video chat need
Pendulum path
Furious
Bullring cheer
Singer Justin
Sated
Blacken
Pretentious
Play part
Company that's failing
Pennsylvania port
Solve a cipher
Printed matter
Ad motto

Canceled
Under the weather
Zodiac sign
Stops
Cast member
Diamond of music
Croatia's capital
Mess up
Boxing great
High tennis hit
Titled
Louvre location
Game show host
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Photo provided
Above, Murray's Danny Chavarria (right) shows off his hardware alongside Kentucky
Olympic Development coach Chris Zander (left) following a ceremony in Lexington,
Kentucky.

PREP GOLF

Calloway,
Murray
open season
at Tilghman
Invitational
Staff Report
The Calloway County Lady Lakers
opened the high school prep golf season in style this past weekend, taking
second at the Paducah Tilghman
Invitational in Paducah, Kentucky.
The Lady Lakers pulled in a team
score of 333. as Anna Hack lead the
way with a second-place 72.
Earlena Sheets shot an 81, while
Madison Contri (85), Clair Contri (95)
and Ellie Hack (105) filled out the rest
of Calloway's scores for the afternoon.
The Murray High Lady Tigers were
just two shots behind with a team score
of 335 — led by Sarah McDowell's 79.
Hannah Williams (80), Beth Graham
(83) and Alyssa Brunston (93) also
carded their first scores of the season.
Clarksville High (Tennessee) won the
event with a team score of 319 behind
third-place finisher Mariah Smith's 74.
The Calloway Lakers finished sixth
with a score of 340, led by Connor
Wagner's 78.
Tanner Hicks (81). Matthew Winder
(87), Connor Steele (93) and John
Venice (95) also contributed scores for
the team.

ST. LOUIS
CARDINALS

Cardinals'
Rosenthal
leads majors
with 34 saves
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer

19

26

37

ST.LOUIS(AP) — Trevor Rosenthal's
fastball tickles the triple digits, he has
developed a‘nasty change-up and keeps
his cool.
The 24-year-old right-hander leads the
major leagues with 34 saves in his first
season as the closer is a perfect fit for the
St. Louis Cardinals.
"You guys have seen his demeanor.
whether it's on the mound or in the clubhouse afterward, it's petty consistent
when he shuts the door and when he's
had struggles," manager Mike Matheny
told reporters. "I think that's one of those
key characteristics of a guy who can do
that job."
That's been the profile of most of the
team's successful closers over the years.
Jason Motte, who's regaining his footing
coming off reconstnictive elbow surgery,
is more of a happy-go-lucky sort. Jason
II See ROSENTHAL, 10

Only a sophomore at Murray
High School, Danny Chavarria
would have never picked himself
as one of the best youth soccer
players in Kentucky.
Fortunately, it wasn't up to him.
The young center midfielder
recently
returned
from
Lexington. Kentucky, after being
named the 2014 Boys Co-Player
of the Year for Kentucky Youth
Soccer — still surprised by the
whole ordeal.
"1'm
pretty
shocked,"
Chavarria said Sunday evening
by phone. "I never thought I
would get it."
As a freshman for the Tigers

last season,Chavarria scored nine
goals and had two assists in 17
games, but while those are solid
stats for an underclassmen, it was
his play with the Tennessee
Soccer Club and the Kentucky
Olympic Development Program
(ODP) that garnered his nod for
the award.
A member of the 1998 and
1999 Region 1.1 teams this past
spring, Chavarria was eventually
selected as one of 18 players to
represent Region 11 ODP in Costa
Rica, where the team played three
games against Costa Rican international squads, participated in
skills training • and worked on a
community service project.
Winning two of the three games
while there, Chavarria impressed

MSU RIFLE

On target
SPURGIN,FORMER
RACER SHOOTING
GREAT, HEADED
TO THE HALL

enough to play the entire tournament as his coach,Adrian Parrish,
wouldn't take him out.
"Defensively and offensively
he was integral," Tiger head
coach Martin Son said of
Chavarria. "He was their glue
guy."
Chavarria ended up nabbing the
Most Valuable Player award for
his regional team, while Parrish —
who happens to be the Director of
Kentucky Youth Soccer — was
watching the whole time.
"He was playing in an older
group and having a lot of success
with that," Son said."He has had
success at the club level, and this
is the first year ever that
Kentucky has had a co-winner."
•See CHAVARR1A, 10

LOUISVILLE
CARDINALS

Louisville
seeks
successful
sequel with
Petrino
By GARY B. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer

From MSU Athletics
Murray State Racer Great Pat
(Spurgin) Pitney is set to be inducted into
the USA Shooting Hall of Fame.
Spurgin, MSU's 1984 Olympic gold
medalist, will be induced (Sept. 21) in
Colorado Springs. Colorado with Walter
Walsh. The pair will be the 26th and 27th
members of the USA Shooting Hall of
Fame. The hall of fame inducts a class
every four years and was started in 1991.
Spurgin goes into the USA Shooting Hall
of Fame with Walsh, who is 106 years
old and is the oldest Olympian ever.
Spurgin competed for the Racers from
1984-87 and was inducted into the
Murray State Hall of Fame in 1993.
She was an eight-time First Team Rifle
All-America and set an NCAA
Championship record as a senior in 1987,
leading MSU to its most recent team title.
She was also part of MSU's 1985 national championship team. She was the 1984
Ohio Valley Conference Female Athlete
of the Year and won the Olympic gold
medal the same year. Spurgin was the
first woman to win a gold in Olympic
rifle.
The home of Murray State Rifle bears
her name, the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.
located on the second floor of Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Pat and her husband Randy Pitney
Murray State AthietIc Fes
reside in Fairbanks, Alaska. They have Competing for Murray State from 1984-87, Pat (Spurgin) Pitney will
three grown children. Pat has worked at soon be inducted into the US Shooting Hall of Fame. An Olympic Gold
Medalist in 1984, she will be the 26th member in the Hall.
II See SPURG1N, 10

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Bobby
Petrino returned to Louisville aiming to
continue his success at the school that
jump-started his head coaching career.
His quest is tougher this time with the
Cardinals entering the Atlantic Coast
Conference, but he and his players are
eager to begin preparation for the competition in a new league.
Practice opens Tuesday morning for
Louisville, which hired Petrino in
January for a second stint with the program he guided to a 41-9 record from
2003-06. He inherits a team that went
23-3 the past two seasons but looks to
raise its play in the ACC.
Louisville needs to replace several
defensive starters and ensure quarterback Will Gardner succeeds on offense
in a league featuring defending national
champion Florida State and its Heisman
Trophy-winning QB, Jameis Winston.
Petrino said Monday that the transition
has gone smoothly.
"I compare it to when I was here the
first time and was coming off a team that
was coached by John L. Smith," said
Petrino, who improved that 7-6 squad to
9-4 in his rookie year."(They're) a group
of guys that know how to work hard and
have positive attitudes and are used to
winning games.
"That's really made the transition easy
for our staff because the guys really
have a good work ethic. ... The qui4er
•See LOUISVILLE, 10

Packers adding Brett Favre
to Hall of Fame in 2015
GREEN BAY, Was. (AP) — Brett Favre is
returning to Titletown. •
The quarterback, estranged from the franchise
he helped resurrect during his I6-year career.
will be inducted into the Green Bay Packers Hall
of Fame and have his number retired next July
18. Favre's No. 4 will be unveiled on the
Lambeau Field north end zone facade at halftime
of a yet-to-be-determined game during the 2015
season.
"I'm truly honored," Favre said Monday via
conference call from his home in Hattiesburg.
Mississippi. "It is time to come back."
Favre, who holds virtually every meaningful
NFL career quarterback record,famously retired
at a tearful press conference in March 2008,only
to change his mind and decide later that year that
he still wanted to play, setting up an awkward
showdown between him and the team he'd come
to embody while winning three NFL MVP
awards and leading the Packers to a Super Bowl

title.
He was traded to the New York Jets for what
would end up being a third-round draft pick, an
acrimonious parting of the ways that divided the
Packers' loyal fan base. After one year with the
Jets, Favre retired a second time,only to join the
rival Minnesota Vikings, for whom he played
two seasons.
Fevre led the Vikings to two victories over the
Packers during the 2009 season, when
Minnesota advanced to the NFC championship
game but lost to the eventual Super Bowl-champion New Orleans Saints.
In 2010, the Packers beat Fevre and the
Vikings twice on their way to the Super Bowl
title, led by Favre's successor, Aaron Rodgers.
Fevre retired for good following the 2010 season, while Rodgers went on to win the NFL
MVP award in 2011.
•

MORRY GASH /AP Photo
Though still a frozen tundra, Lambeau Field will be warm
next July 18 when the Packers retire Brett Favre's no. 4
Jersey and induct him Into the team's Hall of Fame.
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From Page 9
lsringhausen had a matter-of-fact
demeanor and made it a point to
be at his locker stall and face the
music after the blown saves. Lee
Smith, Tom Henke and Hall of
Famer Bruce Sutter, too.
"It's fun, being the last guy out
there." Rosenthal said. "Getting
these wins is not something that I
take for granted. It's definitely
special."
The former 21st-round draft
pick out of Lee's Summit,
Missouri, took charge last
September when Edward Mujica
faltered. He has been a key piece
ever since for the defending
National League champions, who
were a game back in the Central
Division entering Monday after
taking two of three from firstplace Milwaukee over the week-
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